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Advanced Planning Activity
Science Applications, Inc. (SAI) is engaged in a program of advanced
study and analysis for the Planetary Programs Office (Code SL) of NASA. The
nature of the work is quite varied ranging from prephase A mission studies to
short quick response analysis. The tasks performed between 1 February 1973
and 31January 1974 are summarized in the end-of-year Summary Report (SAI-
120-AI).
e
One of the contract tasks areas is identified as Advanced P!a.nning
-- Activity and embraces a wide range of analysis that is performed for Code SL
on an as needed, and usually quick response basis. The output from these
analyses is reported to NASA in the form of memoranda, working papers,
letter reports and occasionally as a published report. This document is a
collation of the output of all the Advanced Planning Activities for the period
1 February 1973 to 31 January 1974. The papers and memoranda are included
in their original form and have been neither edited or up-dated. A total of
seventeen analyses are reported as summarized in Table 1.
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JUPITER ORBITER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
EARTH STORABLE Vs SPACE STORABLE
RETRO PROPULSION
1974027147-008
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC.
February 15, 1973
i
TO: Dan Herman, Manager A P & T
I
FROM: John Niehoff, SAI
SUBJECT: Jupiter Orbiter Performance Comparison - Earth Storable
versus Space Storable Retro Propulsion
Summ ary
Orbited payload capability is examined for three Jupiter opportunities -
1980, 1981/82 and 1983. Payload performance is evaluated as a function of
, flightime to JupiterusingTitan IIIE/Centaur/B IIand Shuttle/Centaur/BII
( launch vehicles. A 30-day orbit with periapse at 3Rj is assumed in the
analysis. It is concluded that space-storable retro propulsion provides frora
75 to 100 kg more orbit payload than earth-storable propulsion when combined
with the Titan III E/Centaur/B II during the three opportunities examined.
Using the Shuttle/Centaur/B II this advantage with space storable propulsion
increases to about 150 kg. It is further concluded that the combination of
the Titan launchvehiclewithan earth-storableretropropulsionsystem is
marginal for MJO missions. The Shuttlelaunchvehiclehas sufficientaddi-
tionalcapabilityto rateMJO missions forthe period1980 - 83 as acceptable
with earth storableretropropulsion.
Discussion
The 1980, 19ql/82 and 1983 Jupiterlaunch opportunitieswere evaluatedfor
orbiterpayloadperformance. The purpose ofthisanalysiswas to determine
the relativecapabilitiesofearth_,storableand space-storablepropellants
used inthe orbiterretropropulsionsystem. Resultantorbitedpayload
capabilityispresentedas a functionofflightime toJupiterwithtwo
differentlaunchvehicles,i)the Titan IIIE/Centaur/B If,and 2)the Shuttle/
Centaur/B II.
A mmber ofassumptions were appliedinthe analysis. First launchperiods
of 21 days were assumed withoutany DLA constraints.A fixedorbitperiod
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of 30 days with a periapse radius of 3Rj was selected for retro impulse
requirements. To these requirements a 250 m/sec reserve was added for
navigation and orbit maneuver requirements. The retro system sizes were
allowed to vary according to scaling relationships in order to fully utilize
the earth escape mass capability. The scaling equations used are as
follows:
earth storable: M = 1.15 M + 45 kg,
s p
space storable: M = 1.16 M + 66 kg,
s p
where Mp is the propellant loading and M s is the retro system gross (wet)
weight. Specific impulse with earth-storable and space-storable propellants
was assumed at 283 sec and 385 sec, respectively. The earth-storable para-
meters are based on MM '71 technology, whereas the space-storable values
relate to proposed FLOX-MMH systems which could be developed within
the current state-cf-the-art.
JV
/
Plots of net orbited payload (exclusive of all propulsion systems) versus
Jupiter flight time are presented in Figures 1 - 3 for the 1980, 1981/82 and
1983 launcl', opportunities, respectiveiy. Note that there are two graphs on
each Figure, one for Titan III E/Centaur/B II and the second for Shuttle/
Centaur/B II. In all cases, peak payload performance occurs at flight times
between 750 and 850 days to Jupiter. Comparing the opportunities, one sees
that 1981/82 yields the most orbited payload. The 1983 opportunity is almost
as good, but the 1980 opportunity exhibits a 15% to 20% decrease in capability.
The payload performance with earth-storable propellants is indicated by
the solid curves in the Figures. Dashed curves represent the space-storable
prope,lant payload capability. Almost independent of launch opportunity, it
can be observed that the assumed space-stcrable propulsion system adds
between 75 and 100 kg orbiteft payload in the vicinity of 800 day flight times
(i. e. peak performance) using the Titan HI E/Centaur/B II. Using the
Shuttle/Centaur/B II, this payload advantage is increased to about 150 kg
under similar transfer conditions.
Perhaps, more important than these advantages, is the fact that earth-
storable retro propulsion combined with the Titan III E/Centaur/B II provides
a maximum of only 550 kg orbited paylogd (1981/82 opportunity). This
Cont..
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wouldappeartobe a marginalamountforan MJO spacecraftexclusive
ofpropulsion.Hence, eithera space-storableretrosystem ortheShuttle/
Centaur/BIIlaunchvehicleare neededpropulsionimpro';_, j,.for
effectiveMJO missioncapabilityand missionplanningi:._z_bilit_
[
JCN/sn J.C. Niehoff
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|JUPITER ORBITER PERFORMANCE DEPTH
WITH
*,' FIXED AND EXPANDED MM 71 RETRO PROPULSION SUB-SYSTEMS
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SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC.
February 16, 1973
TO: Jim Long, JPL
FROM: John Niehoff, SAI
EUBJECT: Jupiter Orbiter Performance Depth with Fixed and
Expanded MM '71 Retro Propulsion Subsystems
Summary
The total burnout mass capability of a Jupiter orbiter is examined with a
MM '71 retro propulsion subsystem. The analysis is restricted to an
800-day mission launched during the 1981/82 Jupiter opportunity. Both
! the Titan IIIE/Centaur/BII and Shuttle/Centaur/BII launch vehicles are
- considered. The purpose of this analysis was to investigate the performance
depth of the MM '71 retro propulsion subsystem design. Depth of performance
is measured by the ability of the retro system to deliver acceptable orbiter
burnout mass to a fixed period 30-day orbit with increasing periapse radius.
Results are presented which show that less than 600 kg is available for the
orbiter (exclusive of the propulsion subsystem) for all orbit periapse radii
greater than 2 Rj if the Titan IIIE/Centaur/i'U is used for launch. The same
conclusion applies to a Shuttle/Centaur/BII, 'inched mission if the propellant
capacity is limited by the present MM '71 tank size. However, by increasing
the propellant capacity the orbit periapse radius can go as high as 6.75 Rj
i before the net orbit orbiter mass (excluding the propulsion subsystem) falls
below 600 kg. The required propellant capacity at this point would be
approximately 2.25 times as large as that of the present desig'n. From this
brief analysis it is concluded that acceptable application of the MM '71 retro
propulsion system to an MJO mission will almost certainly require expanded
! propellant capacity. Doubling the tankage, i.e. four tanks instead of two,
combined with Shuttle/Centaur/BH launches would provide considerable
t propulsion flexibility for MJO mission planning.
Discussion
This brief analysis addresses the question of applying the MM '71 earth-
storable retro propulsion subsystem to Mariner Jupiter Orbiter (MJO) missions.
For this purpose, the minimum energy 1981/82 Jupiter launch opportunity was
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used. Near-maximum payload 800-day trajectories combined with a launch
period of 21 days (no DLA constraints) were examined for energy requirements.
A maximum C3 of 87 km2/sec 2 is required for launch and the average Jupiter
asymptotic approach velocity is 6.8 km/sec.
Total orbiter burnout masses were computed for a 30-day period orbit with
varying periapse radius using the MM '71 retro propulsion subsystem, 1) at
its present propellant capacity, and 2) with increased propellant capacity.
In its present configuration the total MM '71 propulsion subsystem was assumed
to weigh 573 kg of which 449 kg is useful propellant and 124 kg is residual weight.
For expanded propellant capacity the total subsystem weight was assumed to
vary according to the equation
= + 57 (kg)MS 1.15 Mp
where M S is the subsystem weight, and Mp is the propellant capacity of the
tanks. In either of these cases the propulsion specific impulse was assumed
to be 283 scc.
MJO payload performance was evaluated with the Titan IIIE/Centaur/BII and
the Shuttle/Centaur/BII launch vehicles; the results are presented in Figures
1 and 2, respectively. Considering Figure 1 first (Titan launches), total
orbiter burnout mass is plotted as a function of orbit periapse radius. Note
that the injected payload capability of the Titan IIIE/Centaur/BII is 1165 kg.
Also, a reserve of 250 m/sec impulse for navigation and orbit maneuvers has
been factored into the payload calculations. Two total burnout mass curves
are presented. The solid curve represents a variable propellant load matched
to the total launch capability and orbit A V requirement. The dashed curve
represents a fixed propellant loading equal to the tank capacity of the present
MM '71 retro subsystem. This curve implies that the launch vehicle is off-
loaded from its maximum payload capability. At orbit radii less than 2 R
the required tank capacity of the variable propellant case (solid curve) is _ess
than that of the present design and it is assumed that the tanks are simply
off-loaded rather than further decreasing their size. This is observed in the
lower set of curves which represent the propulsion system inert (residual)
mass corresponding to the delivered total orbiter burnout mass. The vertical
distance between the two sets of curves is the mass available for all the space-
craft subsystems exclusive of propulsion.
From a short review of Mariner outer p:anet spacecraft design studies (including
Cont..
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the JPL MJO Stddyfor SAG, July 29, 1971) itwould appear that600 kg isa
reasonablelower limitfor spacecraftsubsystems mass (excludingpropulsion).
1 This value should include at least 60 kg of science. Examining Figure 1, it is
observed that this minimum value corresponds to a total burnout mass of
724 kg, or a maximum orbit periapse radius of 2 Rj, which in terms of orbit
il selection flexibility represents very little performance depth. Note, however,that this performance point is within the capability of the present MM '71
,_ retro system, i.e. expanded tankage would not be necessary.
1_ Proceeding to Figure 2, a similar set of orbiter mass curves are presented
¢,
as a function of orbit periapse radius for Shuttte/Centaur/BII launched missions.
The obvious differesce is, of course, the increased injected payload capability
of 181.5 kg compared to 1165 kg with the Titan launch vehicle. With the present
_ two-tank MM '71 design, however, the maximum periapse radius is still 2 Rj
'i for a minimum orbiter mass of 724 kg (600 kg exclusive of propulsion). In
, other words, none of the Shuttle's improved performance can be realized unless
i the retro propellant capacity is increased. If, on the other hand, propellant
capacity is increased to match Shuttle capability, then periapse radii up to
6.75 Rj are possible before spacecraft subsystems mass is reduced to 600 kg.
At this point about 2.25 times as much propellant as MM '71 would have to
be carried. A reasonable expanded design point might be double the capacity .
of the MM '71 propulsion subsystem in which case two more tanks of similar
design would be added to the present configuration (assuming thermal control
would still be possible). From Figure 2, a four-tank MM '71 propulsion design
would provide orbit periapse flexibility up to 4.5 Rj without off-loading retro
propellant. The minimum orbiter burl_o_t mass v.'outd be about 920 kg, 730 kg
of which could be allocated to spacecraft subsystems (including science and science
support).
This quick-look at 'aJO missions with the earth-storable MM '71 propulsion
subsystem provides two useful conclusions. First, the combination of Titan
IIIE/Centaur/BII and earth-storable propulsion has marginal capability for
M.fO missions. Little additional performance depth could be gained by
increasing orbit period, and other launch opportunities (specifically 1980 and
1983) will only further decrease performance. Second, the combination of
Shuttle/Centaur/BII and earth-storable propulsion does provide acceptable
MJO mission performance, but almost certainly requires redesign of the
MM '71 propulsion subsystem. Specifically, doubling of the propellant capacity
is indicated. Although the design feasibility of this modification is unclear,
intuitively it doesn't appear unreasonable.
JCN/sn J.C. Niehoff
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1983 VENUS AND 1986 URANUS/_rEPTUNE
SEP MISSIONS
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0 Science Applications, Incorporated
,_ Chlcego O Hare Aerospace Oft,c, Center482S Norlh ScottStreet Suite 87 SchillerPark IIIInol| 80178 (312) 8784_13
May 1, 1973
Mr. C. H. Guttman
Marl Stop PD-SA-P
Marshall Space Flight Center
Natianal Aeronautics and Space Administration
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Dear Chuck:
The attached tabular data describe our analysis of the 1983 Venus
and 1986 Uranus/Neptune missions. Performance conditions assumed
for the SEP stage are listed on each table, and the trajectory
paran_eter notation is fairly standard. Three mass parameters are
listed: (1) initial or injected mass, (2) propellant mass, and (3) net
spacecraft mass at target approach. Note that the net mass includes
all stage subsystems.
Data for the remaining reference missians will be sent to you as they
are generated.
Sincerely,
Alan L. Friedlander
ALF/sn
Aft.
cc: J. Gilbert, Rockwell International
D. Kerrisk, NASA Headquarters
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w1989 VENUS AND 1981/89. ENCKE RENDEZVOUS
SEP MISSIONS
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O Science Applications. Incorporated
__1 Chlc,,o O'H.., Aero.peceOfficeCenter482SNorthScottStr=et.Suite67.SchillerPer_..IIIInole60178 1312)618-47113
May 3, 1973
Mr. C. H. Guttman
Mall Stop PD-SA-P
Marshall Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
- .Dear Chuck:
The attached tabular data describe our analysis of the 1989 Venus
i and 1981/82 Encke Rendezvous missions. Note that a low power
! (15 kw) option for the Venus missLon is not given since the previous
i data submission showed no significant advantage for this option.
! Also note that the Shuttle/Tug without kick stage has b,adequate
i pe_ormance for the shorter (750 - 800 day) missions to Comet Encke,
hence, the data is not shown.
81ncerely,
Alan L. Friedlander
AL'/sn
F_e. @
24.
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J1989 SATURN AND 1989 ASTEROID (METIS) RENDEZVOUS
SEP MISSIONS
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tO Science Applications, incorporated :_
Chlce90 O'Hare Aerospace Office Center
4826 North Scott Street. Suite 67, Schiller Park. Illinois 60176 (312) 67&4793
May 8, 19'[3
Mr. C. H. Guttman
Mail Stop PD-SA-P
Marshall Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Huntsville,Alabama 35812
Dear Chuck:
The attached tabular data describe our analysis of the 1989 Saturn
and 1989 Metis (asteroid rendezvous) missions. The choice of
asteroid was made after discussion with Dr. C. Chapman (Planetary
Science Institute - SAI). Metis appears to be quite interesting from
a scientific standpoint in that ground-based observations show it to
have a reddish color and high albedo. Surface characteristics tend
toward meteoritic material (rocky), and since it is fairly large it
is likely to be differentiated. The orbital elements of Metis are:
0, = 2.386 AU
• : o. 123
,_=5.°6
.. _ = 69.°6
tO = '/2.°3
= 27 Aug. 1990I • |
i Sincerely,
Alan L. Friedlander
•r ALF/sn
Att
_ Co: J. Gilbert, Rockwell International
D. Kerrisk, NASA Headquarters
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1987 MERCURY SEP MISSION
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O Science Applications, Incorporated
i__ Chicago O'Hare Aerospace Office Center4825 North ScottStreet,Suite 67. Schiller Park. Illinois60176 (312) 6?8-4793
May 23, 1973
' Mr. C. H. Guttman
- Mail StopPD-SA-P
Marshall Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Dear Chuck:
This is the final submission of trajectory data in regard to our support
of Rockwell International in their continuing study of SEP stage performance.
• " The tabular data below is for a 450-day mission to Mercury (as requested
by Ed Dazzo) using a launch velocity compatible with the interim, reusable
" Tug capability. The limited amount of data is due to the difficulty and
-= expenseofobtainingconvergedMercury trajectorieswhichwas experienced;
thelaunchdateslistedare "nearoptimum",
TF = 450d _ = 30kg/kw Isp = 3000 sec
ffi 1.0 k = 0.03 _ = 0.67
P/Po p t
1. Propulsion time = flight time
alp o =21kw
Launch VHL VHp Po/Mo Approach Mo MN
Date" (km/sec) (km/sec) (kw/1000 k_) MN/_In (kg) (kg)
5/14/87 4.0 2.0 8.18 0. 462 3398 1570
5/29/87 4.0 2.0 6.32 O.449 3323 1492
5/29/87 4. _, 2.0 6.29 0.451 3339 1506
8/3/87 4. C 0 7.08 0. 381 2975 1133
Cont..
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Mr. C. H. Guttman -2- May 23, 1973
2. Reduc_ed Propulsion Time (400 & 350 days)
5/14/S7 4.0 2.0 6.'/6 O.455 3107 1413
5/14/87 4.0 2.0 7. S2 O.442 :1793 1234
Sincerely,
, Alan L. Frtedlander '
XLY/sn
cc: J. Gilbert, Rockwell International
D. Ken'risk, NASA Headquarters
. 36.
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| SPACE SIIUTTLE AND PLANETARY MISSIONS
(Copy of Full Report Available from S. Grivas, Code SL, NASA HQ. )
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SPACE SHUTTLE
AND
PLANETARY MISSIONS
MAY1973
NATIONALAERONAUTICSANDSPACEADMINISTRATION
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THE SPACE SHUTTLE AND PLANETARY MISSIONS
MAY 1973
/
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to review and discuss the application
of the Space Shuttle system to planetary missions, particularly
during its introductory years of service, 1980-85. It is the intent
here to relate anticipated planetary mission requirements with
candidate Shuttle-based escape stage capabilities. In addition,
several specific mission point designs are detailed on the basis of
a Shuttle/Centaur launch system. The reader is cautioned that the
Shuttle escape stage data presented is preliminary in nature and
still under sbJdy.
The paper is organized into several sections. The first section
presents the cttrrent mission model and the rationale related to
these future plans.
Section 2 includes a brief description of the Shuttle and its operations
for planetary missions. Several escape-stage alternatives are pre-
sented including the Centaur, t.he recoverable and expendable Tugs.
An escape-stage capture evaluation is presented for nine different
planet, comet, and asteroid missions assuming a 20 KW solar elec-
tric propulsion (SEP) stage is available as needed.
Section 3 is comprised of three mission descriptions assuming a
Shuttle/Centaur launch system is used for these missions. The
missions considered are: (a) 1980 Pioneer Saturn/Uranus Entry
Probes, (4o)1981 Encke SEP Rendezvous, and (c) 1981/82 Mariner
- " Jupiter Orbiters. Benefits of using the Shuttle/Centaur rather than
the Titan ]liD/Centaur are discussed.
i
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_ Science Applications, Incorporated
ChicagoO'Hare AerospaceOffice Center
4825 NorthScottStreet, Suite67, Sch,llerPark, Illinois60176 (312)678..4793
Y
i May 9.1, 19'/3
t
i Dr. James A. Van Allen, Head
Dept.ofPhysicsandAstronomy
UniversityofIowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
Subject: Pioneer Saturn and Uranus Entry Probe Mission Dates
Dear Jim:
Late intheOPSAC outerplanetentryprobediscussionslastFriday,
John Wolfesuggestedthatthe"Niehoff- Cameron Plan 1" be altered
from thePioneer/Probeset
1980 PJU, 1980 PS, and 1981 PSU
to the following set with more. targetting flexibility:
1980 PJU, 1981 PS, and 1982 PSU.
I promised to investigate the feasibility of this set, particularly with
regard to the third mission's (1982 PSU) targetting options prior to
Saturn encounter.
The resultsofa quick-lookattherevisedmissionsetare summarized
inTable1. Basically,theadvantageoftargettingflexibilityispreserved
onthethirdmission,now the1982PSU mission. As can be seenfrom
themissionscheduleinthetable,alldateshave slippedabouta year
from theearlierplanIpresentedlastThursday.
• Specificmissionparametersare presentedatthebottomofTable1.
The Jupiterswingbyradiusforthe1980PJU, 12.3Rj no longerrepre-
sentsa potentialradiationhazard. The triptime toUranus isjustunder
5 years,about95 days longerthanthe19'/9PJU. This putstheUranus
Cont..
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Dr. James A. VanAllen -3- May 21, 1973 ;
_ entry closer to the second Saturn encounter, 4 months before rather than
_ 8 months. (Note that the Saturn encounter data of the 1981 PSU mission
S in my handout to the OPSAC is incorrectly shown at 12/5/84; it should be
_!" . 3/15/85.) Hence, although Titan and Uranus targetting would still be
possible following the 11/30/85 Uranus entry, it would probably not be
possibletorecovera secondSaturnentryatthislatedate. The remain-
ingparametersarequitesimilartotheearlierdataIpresented.
ItrusttheenclosedmaterialissufficientforthefinalOPSAC report
you'redrafting.Ifyou have any questions,pleasecallme, (312/678-4793).
Sincerelyours,
John C. Niehoff
JCN/sn
CC: D. Herman/SL
J. Long/JPL
J. Wolfe/ARC
11
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O SCieh,,,J Applications, Incorporated
__ ChicagoO'Hare AerospaceOffice Center4825 N rthScottSt eet.Suite 67, Schill Park,Illinol| 80178 (312) 678.4793
May 29, 19'/3
Mr. DanielKerrisk
Advanced Programs and Technology
PlanetaryPrograms Division,Code SL
NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration
Washington,D. C. 20546
Subject:Comet KohoutekFlybyMissionParameters
Dear Dan:
EnclosedinTable 1 are optimum flybytrajectoryparametersfor
Comet Kohoutekas a functio,_oflaunchdateduringthenextsix
months. Encounterdatesoccurp_ly nextyear asthecomet passes
throughRs descendingnode aRer perihelion.Note thatthetrajectories
presentedgo outas faras 1.8 AU priorto (orat)encounterwith
spacecraft-earthcommunicationdistanceatflybyreaching2 AU.
Launches much afterLabor Day are probablyunrealisticdue tohigh
launchC3 requirements.A plotofinjectedpayloadperformance
versuslaunchdateispresentedinFigure1 forthreelaunchvehicles:
1)theScoutE, 2)theDelta2914,and 3)theAtlasD/Centaur/TE 364-4.
The ScoutE isobviouslytoosmalla launchvehicleforsensiblespace-
craftpayloads.A navigatiblespacecraftcapaoleofcommunicating
withearthfrom a distanceofup to2 AU probablyweighsatleast200kg
includingscienceinstruments.For 200kg payloadtheDelta2914 can
meet Kohoutekflybymissionlaunchrequirementsuntil11August1973;
theAtlasD/Centaur/TE 364°4can do so until8 September. Itrustthe
enclosedinformationissufficientforpresentpurposes. Pleasecallme
ffyou wish topursuethismatterfurther.
Sincerelyours,
John C. Niehoff
J'C/sn
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RECOVERED TUG EARTH ESCAPE PERFORMANCE
, FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS
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TITAN ATMOSPHERE WORKSHOP
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tTitanAtmosphereWorkshop (July25-27,1973)
The workshop was convened at Ames Research Center under the chair-
manship of D. M. Hunten. At the request of NASA Headquarters, the
purpose was to define, as far as now possible, the atmosphere of Titan for
use in the planning of future missions to that body. Titan's prominence is
so recent that all the active workers could easily meet in a small room.
More than half these people were actually present, and a good coverage of
the appropriate disciplines was obtained.
Titan offers a unique opportunity in solar system exploration. It is the
smallest known body with an atmosphere. In terms of spacecraft entry
dynamics, it has the most accessible atmosphere in the solar system. It
has dark reddish clouds which many workers believe are composed of organic
compounds, falling from the sky like manna from heaven. It has the highest
0
ratio of methane to hydrogen of all known reducing atmospheres, making an
environment in some respects like that of the primitive earth at the time of
the origin of life. It probably h'as the only surface of all the bodies beyond
Mars with atmospheres that entry spacecraft can reach. In terms of plane-
tart rotation rate, Titan's atmospheric circulation may occupy " "nique niche
between the dynamics of Venus and the earth. The surface temperature may
be 150 - 200°K or warmer, and one model suggests an ocean of liquid
methane and ammonia. While at the present this is the merest speculation,
the presence of life on Titan is by no means out of the question.
Nearly two of the three days of the workshop were devoted to review
papers, more than half of which concerned, as yet, unpublished results of
Titanian studies and observations. The whole of our present knowledge of
Titan was found to be clearly inadequate for engineering purposes (specifi-
cally atmospheric modeling), but it was equally clear that a vast improvement
is feasible with today's observational techniques. These include ultra-violet
55.
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0and infrared spectroscopy, infrared and microwave radiometry, and stellar
occultations. Observational and modeling techniques that have been used to
study the planets have just begun to be applied to Titan. Many important
properties are accessible which will yield a considerable improvement in
our knowledge of Titan in the near future. Half a dozen recommendations
for immediate work, both at the telescope and in the laboratory were generated
I
by the workshop participants.
It was recognized, however, that a thorough characterization of the en-
vironment of Titan -- and, in particular, studies of the tantalizing questions
of organic chemistry and surface morphologT -- must await spacecraft in-
vestigations at or near Titan. With respect to mission planning, it was con-
eluded that although the M_riner Jupiter/Saturn flyby missions, presently
planned for launch in 1976, do not appear essential to the preparation of an
atmospheric probe mission to Titan, the inclusion of Titan flyby objectives on
the MJS missions would be most useful. It was also the consensus of the par-
ticipants that the present outer planets atmospheric probe mission plan does .
not have sufficient emphasis for Titan. In particular, the three-mission set of
Pioneer-Entry Probe missions includes Titan as a possible target of oppor-
tunity after Saturn and Uranus. A five-mission set of Pioneer-Probe's, with
two launches dedicated for Titan, seems more appropriate. Questions regard-
ing relevant probe science and sterilization were also discussed.
A draft report of the Titan Workshop proceedings will be available mid-
November. Final publication of the Proceedings as a NASA-SP document is
planned.
As editor for the Workshop, there was considerable coordination required
during the meeting to obtain preliminary copies and transcripts of all presenta-
tions and discussions. This was followed by a concerted effort to compile a
final draft version of the proceedings of the Workshop within a matter of weeks
after the meeting..The report finally appeared as a NASA Special Publication,
SP 34O.
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INPUTS FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
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DRAFT ILLUSTRATIONS FOR
DAN HERMAN'S TALK
ELECTRIC PROPULSION CONFERENCE
OCT. 31, 1973
t. SATURN MISSION PERFORMANCE
! 2. ENCKE MISSION PERFORMANCE
I 3. ENCKE MISSIONS (ALTERNATIVE ILLUSTRATION)
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1985SATURN ORBITER PERFORMANCE CURVES
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PLANETARY MISSIONS ASSESSMENT
OF
ORBIT. TO. ORBIT. STAGE (OOS)
OPTIONS
PLANETARY PROGRAMS DIVISION
CODE SL/OSS
NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
: 10 DECEMBER 1973
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, BAI LISTIC RENDEZVOUS WITH ENCKE 81/82
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Ballistic Encke/8! Rendezvous
Preliminary analysis of the use of gravity assist to reduce energy
requirements of a ballistic multi-impulse Encke/81 rendezvous mission
has failed to turn up any positive results. Neither Jupiter nor Mars
(see Figure) are properly situated for a useful sv,ingby. It is doubtful
that Venus would be of any interest due to its orbital motion relative to
the transfer traject,ry.
m
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COMET ENCKE 80 FLYBY - ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
79.
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IComet Encke Flyby- AsteroidRendezvousMission
AlanL. Friedlander*
ScienceApplications,Inc.,Chicago,Ill.
Introduction
The scientificnterestincomet and asteroidmissionshasbeen grow-
ingsteadilyoverthepastseveralyears. This isdue, irlargepart,tothe
activitiesoftheNASA-sponsored scienceworkinggroupsand study
1-3
panels. The discoverythisyear ofComet Kohoutekand theflurryof
activityfocusedon observingthiscomet has certainlyraisedthelevelof
interest.A finalfactoristheadventofadvancedpropulsiontechnology,
particularlysolarelectricpropulsion(SEP),whichwillmake possible
futurerendezvous,dockingand even sample-returnmissionstosmall-body
targets.
The currentconsensusamong scientistsand missionplannersisthat
Comet Encke willbe theprimary targetofearlycometaryexplorationinthe
4
1980decade. A two-missionsequenceisplannedwhichencompassesa
flybyofEncke atits1980 apparition(perihelionpassage)tobe followedby
a rendezvousin1984. Severalpreliminarydesignstudiesoftheflyby
missionare now underway. These studiesare expectedtoprovidethe
necessarytradeoffdatafrom whichNASA can make a more definitives lec-
, tlonofmission/spacecraftrood.,and sciencepayloadshouldtheflightpro-
jectbe approved. The threeprincipalmissionmodes underconsideration
are: 1) a short(90day)ballistictransferutilizinga modifiedHeliosspace-
i
*SeniorEngineer,Member AIAA, work performed as partofContractNASW-
9-494forPlanetaryPrograms Division- NASA Headquarters.
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ocraft with encounter near Encke's perihelion at a flyby speed of 7-9 km/sec;
2) a short ballistic transfer utilizing a modified Pioneer-Venus spacecraft
with encounter 16-26 days before perihelion at a flyby speed of 18-26 kin/
sec and possibly retargeted after Encke encounter to flyby the asteroid
Geographos; and 3) a Long (650 days) low-thrust transfer utilizing a 10-15 kw
SEP spacecraft with encounter 20-30 days before perihelion at a slow flyby
speed of 4-5 km/sec and possibly pre-targeted to flyby an asteroid prior to
Encke encounter.
Attractive features of the SEP mission mode include the probable en-
hancement of science value due to the slow flyby speed, and the operational
flight test of the SEP system as a precursor to the follow-on rendezvous
mission to Encke. The main drawback is the inherently higher risk of
mis._ion failure associated with the new SEP technology. Furthermore, pro-
grammatical constraints could force a delayed project start putting the
necessary J_.n-Mar 1979 launch period in jeopardy. If this should prove to be •
the case, are there viable alternatives for a SEP spacecraft launched on a
1980 Encke flyby mission ?I
i The purpose of this paper is to describe one such alternative. Basically,
f it is a multi-target mission mode which utilizes the SEP capability to ren-
i dezvous with an asteroid after the encounter with Encke. We could define
thismode as a "no-risk"Encke flybymissionrelativetoSEP technology.
Launched inmid-1980,theearth-Encketransferisall-ballistic,and SEP
_I operationbeginsaftercomet encounterand isreliedupon onlytoaccomplish
[ thesecondarytargetobjectives.The followingdiscussionisbasedon an ex-
. ploratoryanalysisand isthereforelimitedinscopeto a descriptionoftra-
! Jectory profile and spacecraft mass characteristics.
t
l
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0Results
Encke has ,,n orbital period of 3.3 years, is inclined 11.9 ° to the
ecliptic plane, and passes through a perihelion distance of 0.34 AU on
Dec. 6, 1980. The launch period for short ballistic transfers lies in August
of 1980 near the ascending nodal longitude of Encke. As the encounter date
varies between Nov. 6 and Dec. 6, launch energy C3 increases from 42 to
97 km2/sec 2, while flyby speed decreases from 27 to 7 km/sec. Such trans-
fer _"cs have a 1 AU aphelion distance, a perihelion distance between 0.73
and 0. _4 AU, and are inclined about 12° to the ecliptic. It is this type of
orbit which must be reshaped to intercept a second target of opportunity
afterEncke encounter.
t
i Geometricalconsiderationsleadonetotheconclusionthattheasteroid
targetshouldbe choseneitherfrom theAmor group(Mars crossingorbits)
or theApollogroup(earthcrossingorbits).This choicetendstoensure .'
, flightimeswhichare notexcessivelylongand minimizesthepropulsion
i energyneededtoachieverendezvousconditions•Upon examiningthetime-
i positioncharacteristicsofparticularbodiesinthesegroups,two asteroid
were selectedforinvestigation:Eros (433)andGeographos(1620).The
orbitofEros isinclined10.8° andhas perihelionand apheliondistancesof
1.13 and 1.78AU. SimilardataforGeographosare 13.3°, 0.83AU and
1.66AU. Both bodiesappeartohave smallcharacteristicdimensions
(2-35kin),are elongatedinshapelikea footballor a cigar,and have rota-
t._onalperiodsontheorderofseveralhours.
. FigureI illustratesa typi'.altrajectoryprofile(eclipticplane
projection)forthe1980Encke flyby- Eros rendezvousmission• Launched
on Aug. 18 withescapeenergyC3 = 60 km2/sec2, thespacecraftencounters
Encke 20 clayspriorto itsperihelionpassageata heliocentricdistanceof
82.
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#0.6 AU and a relative flyby velocity of 21 km/sec. Earth is at 54° longi-
tude at this time and is therefore in a good position for communications and
correlation of ground-based and spacecraft science measurements. The
SEP thrust program initiated after Encke flyby shapes the subsequent tra-
jectory once around the sun for rendezvous with Eros on Jan. 10, 1982.
Note again that earth is in a very favorable position at the time of rendez-
vous operations. Typical thrust on-time is 350-400 days over the 420-day
second-leg transfer to Eros. The interspersed coast periods, particularly
near rendezvous, will aid the attainment of high navigation accuracy. Also,
it should be noted that the optimum thrust direction angle relative to the sun
remains close to 90 ° during the entire flight; this implies a desired simpli-
fication in thrust vector control mechanization relative to solar array point-
ing requirements.
Figure2 shows a typicaltrajectoryprofilefortheEncke flyby-
, Geographos rendezvous mission. The earth-Encke ballistic transfer is the
same as before. In this case the asteroid's time-position characteristic is
such that the SEP spacecraft must "bide its time", setting up the rendezvous
conditions over nearly 2 revolutions around the sun. The Encke-Geographos
flight time is 490 days with rendezvous occurring on Mar. 21, 1982 aRer
Geographos has passed through perihelion and is at 1.2 AU from the sun. Un-
fortunately, the earth is in near-conjunction during this time which means
that ground-based communications and observation geometry is relatively un-
favorable compared to the Eros mission. Longer coast periods can be
specified for the Geographos mission with a typical thrust on-time of 250-
300 days. Thrust pointing relative to the solar direction varies over a wider
range, 55°- 120° .
As itturnsoutthel_ayloaddeliverycapabilityofSEP isnearlythesame
foreitherasteroidtarget.Performance resultsare summarized inFigure3
where theTitanIIIE/Centaur/BIIlaunchveh,,:leand a 11 kw SEP powerplant
83.
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0are assumed. The initial mass corresponds to the maximum launch vehicle
performance as determined by the ballistic C3 requirements, less a 10%
penalty to account for a launch window of about 2 weeks. With the thrust
subsystem operating at a specific impulse of 3000 sec and a total efficiency
of 64%, the mercury propellant requirement varies from 370 kg to 465 kg
over the 10-day Encke encounter window shown. The propulsion system is
comprised of the solar arrays, power conditioners, thrusters and thrust
vector control mechanisms, and is estimated to weigh 330 kg for the 11 kw
system. Delivered "payload" or net spacecraft mass is given by the lower
curve in Figure 3; this would be comprised of the science experiments
(,_ 60 kg) and the non-SEP functional support subsystems such as communi-
cations, data handling, thermal control, integrating structure, etc. One
possible vehicle configuration would have the SEP Module attached to a 3-
axis stabilized spacecraft based on Mariner and/or Viking technology. A
net mass requirement of about 600 kg can be expected. This effectively
constrains the Encke encounter date to be no later than 17 days before peri-
helion with a resultant minimum flyby speed of about 19 km/sec. It is im-
portant to note that the Titan/Centaur launch vehicl.e may be utilized without
the BH kick stage since the C3 requirement is sufficiently low in this region
of constraint.
Increasad payload performance would be possible if the Shuttle/Centaur
vehicle is available for a 1980 launch. This is indicated by the performance
map for the Encke-Eros mission shown in Figure 4. Net mass curves are
linear functions of SEP power rating asst_ming a constant value of propulsion
system specific mass ( o_ is taken as 30 kg/kw). Optimum SEP power is
. 10-11 kw for the Titan/Centaur launch 7ehicle as shown by its maximum per-
formance constraint boundary. In the case of Shuttle, optimum power is
16-18 kw which yields a net mass increase of 60-70 pezcent. Hence, Shuttle
availability would provide a good measure of payload design margin and would
a'lo-_ later Encke encounters up to about 12 days before perihelion.
• 84.
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The pertinent conclusions from this analysis are: I) an attractive
multi-target mission alternative exists for Encke 1980 exploration; 2) SEP
technology would be employed, at virtually no risk to cometary objectives,
to rendezvous with an asteroid after Encke encounter; 3) of the two asteroid
targets studies, Eros offers the better mission profile; 4) this mission
could be the maiden SEP voyage replacing the proposed SEP slow flyby if
. its earlier launch date should prove to be programmatically impossible;
5) in any event, many future opportunities should exist for comet flyby -
asteroid rendezvous missions (e. g. Halley 1986) which are uniquely suited
to SEP capabilities. Other muRi-target asteroid flyby concepts have been
proposed elsewhere - rendezvous is much preferred for bodies of such small
dimension. Finally, it appears that the proposed mission concept warrants
further detp.iled analysis to verify its design and cost feasibility.
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1PIONEER MARS 1979
, MISSION OPTIONS
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As part of its continual planning effort, the Planetary Pregrams
Division of OSS/NASA has been developing a number of mission options
for post-Viking/75 Mars exploration. For the two remaining Mars
launch opportunities in this decade, i.e. 1977 and 1979, planning em-
phasis to date has been placed on derivatives of Viking/75 hardware.
NASA's recent commitments to the development of the Space Shuttle
in this same time frame could, however, reduce resources to a point
where a follow-on Viking mission might not be possible until the early
1980's. If this were to happen, rather than completely abandoning Mars
opportunities in the late 1970's, OSS/NASA would like to have several
lower cost mission concepts available for consideration as alternatives.
The purposeofthisstudywas to conducta preliminaryinvestigation
oflowercost(<$100M)Mars missionswhichperformusefulexplora-
tionobjectivesaftertheVikingS5mission. As a studyguideline,it
, was assumed that significant cost savings would be realized by utili-
zing Pioneer hardware currently being developed for a pair of 1978
Venus missions. This in turn led to the additional constraint of a 1979
launch with the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle which has been designated
for the Pioneer Venus missions.
Selection of science-effective Pioneer mission concepts which
would follow the Viking/75 mission without competing with future
Viking missions in the early 1980's was accomplished by a process of
elimination. Flyby concepts, e.g. a probe/relay bus, a remote
sensorplatform,or an atmospheric_...._uomyplatforn,,were allre-
jectedbecauseoftheinadequates_::_;__ L_me avai!ableconsidering
. theadvancedstateofMars explora'_,J_._ow costatmosphericentry
probesand roagI"landerswere rej_ ,ioec_, _theirsciencepotential
islargelyredundanttoViking/75object_e_ ?wo concepts,usingan
orbiterbus platform,were identifiedwk._':",::bothgood science
• potentialand missionsimplicityindica__ ,._werc_st.These are"
a) an aeronomy/geologyorbiter,and bi ,'emote,_ensingorbiterwith
a number ofdeployablesurfacepenetromete.rs.
MissionA, theAeronomy/GeologyOrbiter,wouldperform in
situaeronomy measurements intheMartianionosphereby usinglow
periapsealtitude(a,100km)ellipticalorbits.The low altitudesinthe
regionofperiapsealsopermit theinclusionofseveralremote sensing
instrumentscapableofperforminggeologicsurfacemapping,e.g. a
radaraltimeterand a "_-rayspectrometer.Key missionpa neters
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developed in this study are summarized in the Summary Table. Both
the aeronomy and geology measurements would extend similar Viking
entry/lander science data to _ global scale. The trade-off for this
capability is sterilization of t,.e entire Pioneer orbiter spacecraft in
order to meet Mars planetary quarantine requirements. Because the
spacecraft passes through the upper atmosphere every orbit, its
lifetime, even with periapse control, is only several years at best.
The cost of this mission, excluding science, is estimated to be about
$31M (FY '74 dollars). This assumes the modification of _n additional
. Pioneer Venus orbiter flight article, including sterilization, for a
single launch in 1979. Suitable aercnomy instruments are readily
available from many earth satellite programs, some of which h_ve
already been proposed for the Pioneer Venus orbiter mission in 1978.
Appropriate remote sensing geology instruments are much more
questionable, especially the ¥-ray spectrometer, and could require
significant development. Still, a total mission cost of $40-50M dollars
seems reasonable.
Mission B, the Remote Sensing/Penetrometer Orbiter would
sequentially deploy a number of surface penetrometers to preselected
impact sites distributed in either the northern or southern hemispher_
of the planet. In addition to being a communications relay station be-
tween a deployed penetrometer and the earth, the orb_._ingbus could
carry a complement of remote sensing instruments for orbital investi-
gation of the Martian atmosphere and surface. Key mission parameters
developed in this study are given in the Summ_.ry Table. A total of
four sterilized penetrometers would be carried by a modified Pioneer
Venus orbiter bus. These would be deployed one at a time fron_ an
elliptical polar orbit over a period of time as long as one Mars year.
Each penetrometer would have its own deorbit motor and entry/
descent system. Penetrometer design and descent velocity specification
provide for a minimum penetration of 1 m in rock without destruction.
During a 1-week surface lifetime each penetrometer would identify soil
penetrability, search for subsurface water, and perform an elemental
chemical analysis of the subsurface ,aaterial at itF impact site. The
data collected from its instruments would be transmitted to the orbiter
once each Mars day for relay back to earth. Between the four one..
week penetrometer missions the orbiter could perform remote sensing
measurements with its own science package, The factors of low cost,
low power, low data rate, and high minimum altitudes (>1000kin)
probably restrict these measurements to atmospheric studies with
existing or slightly modified instruments. The scientific merit of
such experiments _n 1980 requires further study. The cost of this
mission, excluding orbiter science, for a single 1979 launch is esti-
mated to be about $63M. This figure includes $24M for the developme,,.t
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Summary Table
_m
_J SELECTED PIONEER MARS MISSION CONCEPTS
-!
o Mission A: Aeronomy/Geolog7 Orbiter
o 50-70 kg scieacepayload
o Aervaomy and surface geology science instrumentation
o 300-350 kg orbited payload
o > 100 km periapse altitude
o 24 hour initial orbit period
o 45 ° orbit inclination
o -One Mars year orbit IH_time
o Entire spacecraft sterilized
• Mission B: Remote SensingOrbiter/Pene_.rometers
o 40-60 kg orbitersciencepayload
o Four impact penetrometers @ 40 kg each
o Penetrability,water detection,and soilchemistry
impact scienceins'rumentation
o 500-550 kg orbitedpayload
o 100!)km periapse altitude
o 24.6 hour controlledorbit
o 90° orbitinclination
o >42 year orbit!ifetimei
o .One week penetrometer lifetime
o Penetrometers sterilized
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and fabrication of four penetrometers (including penetrometer science),
one flight spare and a PTM. Depending ol, the selected orbiter remote
sensing experiments, total cost (excluding launch vehicle) for the
Remote Sensix, g/Penetrometer Mission could have a range of $70-80M
(FY '74 dollars).
This exploratory analysis has identified and outlined at least two
19'/9 Mars mission concepts, based on Pioneer Venus technology and
hardware, which have the potential fG? periorming relevant post-
Vik.-,_,/75 sc_.ence at a cost of less than $100M. Mission A, the
Aerc:,omy/Geology Orbiter, representsa minimum development/cost
missicn estimatedatlessthan $50M. Yet thebroad sampling of iono-
sphericcompositionand heatbalanceperformed by thismission would
greatlyexpand the databa_e from which scientistsare tryingto ander-
_tandthe evolutionofthe Martlan atmosphere. Further, itspotential
for performing globalgeologicmapping from low altitude,gainedby
sterilizingthe entirespacecraft,isnot possiblewiththe present
Vikingorbiteraesign.
Mission B, the Remote Sensing/Penetrometer Mission, is a
somewhat more expensivemission, with in situsurfaceobjectives,
-, estimatedata costof$70-80M. This mission requiresthedevelop-
ment of high impact (_ 1._nm/sec) penetrometers for which there exists
an impressive history of earth-based experience. Pioneer Venus
orbiter modifications would also be more significant than for Mission A.
The science highlights of this mission are a) global exploration for sub-
surface water and b) establishment of a basis for extension of Viking
Lander geologic data to global interpretations. The orbiter has the
capability to perform continued non-imaging remote sensing studies
of Mars from a polar orbit. The penetrometer concept also is a viable
candidate for additional missions after 1979. Besides deploying the
s_me penetrometers to more sites, there is the potential for a pene-
trometer/seismometer experiment pending development of a longer life
(m90 day) power source.
It is important to point out that neither of these concepts should be
considered feasible on the basis of this study. Many engineering ques-
tions exist for both concepts which require further study. Indeed, the
actualPioneer Venus Orbiter spacecraftdesign was not known atthe
time thisanalysiswas performed. Undoubtedlythere are solutionsfor
each engineerhtgproblem which can be developed ina spacecraft
systems study. The importantquestiontobe answered is: "How do
these solutionschange the definitionand costofthe missions ?"
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R isequallyimportantonotethatthepotentialroleof Pioneer-
classMars missionshas notbeenthoroughlyexploredby _ NASA
scienceadvisorygroup.1 This potentialshouldbe refinedforvarious
post-Viking/75Mars explorationscenariosas more and betterdefini-
tionsofPioneerMars missionconceotsaredeveloped.
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